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Abstract — Reversible logic is becoming one of the 
most promising research areas in the past few years 
and has being found that it is applicable in several 
technologies; such as low power CMOS, 
nanotechnology and optical computing. This  is 
relatively new and emerging area in the field of 
computation which taught for thinking about 
computation Quantum Computing will be a total 
change in which computer will operate and function. 
The reversible arithmetic circuits are efficient 
regarding number of reversible gates, delay and 
quantum cost. Optimized design of these adders 
gives efficient processors. In this work we propose 
optimized Binary adders and BCD adders with the 
use of DR gate . The main purposes of designing 
reversible logic are to decrease quantum cost, gate 
count  and the number of garbage outputs. The main 
focus is to minimize the actual resources and which 
provide flexibility. The proposed architecture is  
implemented in VHDL language using Xilinx ISE 
13.2 and then it is going to be implemented in 
FPGA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 Reversible logic technology is 

increasins,nowadays, as a capable computing 
prototype with applications as emerging 
nanotechnologies, ultra-low power computation as 
Quantum dot Cellular Automata (QCA), quantum 
computing and optical computing. 

 
 In all the reversible logic gates, the input values 

and output values is unique as one to one mapping. 
Quantum gate performs this unique one to one 
operation on cubits which refers to the fundamental 
unit of the information. The most efficient 
applications based on reversible logic technology 
lies in the quantum computations. The reversible  
 
logic circuit should follow the following 
considerations: 
• Bijective condition i.e, unique mapping must 

satisfied between the inputs and the outputs.  

• No. of input signals is equal to the no. of 
output       signals.  

• The No. of garbage output vectors should be 
minimum.  

• Constant inputs used is minimum.  
 
Therefore, in this paper, based on the above area we 
developed a reversible Binary and BCD Adder using 
DR gate which has minimum no of gates within it 
and hence  delay, quantum cost and power 
consumption is reduced when compared to 
reversible Binary and BCD Adder using DR gate. 
Simulation results in effective operations of  with 
lesser no of gates used. 

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS PERTAINING 
REVERSIBLE LOGIC 

 
A. The Reversible Logic  
The n-input and k-output Boolean function f(x1, x2, 
x3… xn) is  (referred to as (n, k) function) is called 
reversible if:  

1. The number of outputs must be equal to the 
number of inputs  

2. Each input pattern indicates to unique 
output patterns. 
 

B. Reversible Logic Gate  
Reversible Gates are the circuits in which 
number of outputs is equal to the number of 
inputs .There is a one to one mapping within the 
vector of inputs and outputs . It helps us to 
determine the outputs from the inputs as well as 
helps us to recover the inputs from the outputs 
 

C.  Ancilla inputs/Constant inputs  
This can be defined as the number of inputs 
which should be maintained constant at either 0 
or 1 in order to synthesize the given logical 
function.  
 

D.  Garbage Outputs  
Additional inputs or outputs is added to make the 
number of inputs and outputs equal whereever 
necessary. This also indicates that the number of 
outputs which is not required for the 
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synthesisation of a given function. In rare cases 
these become mandatory to attain reversibility. 
Therefore garbage is defined as the number of 
outputs added to make an n-input k-output 
function ((n; k) function) reversible.  
 Constant inputs are used to denote the present 
value inputs which are added to an (n; k) 
function to make it reversible. The following 
simple and easy formula shows the relationship 
between the number of garbage outputs and 
constant inputs. Input + constant input = output + 
garbage. 
 

E. Quantum Cost  
Quantum cost can be defined as the cost of the 
circuit in terms of the cost of a primitive gate. It 
can be calculated as the number of primitive 
reversible logic gates (1*1 or 2*2) required to 
realize the circuit. 
circuit is the minimum number of 2*2 unitary 
gates which represent the circuit keeping the 
output unchanged. The quantum cost of a 1*1 
gate is 0 and that of any 2*2 gate is the same, 
which is 1. 

III. REVERSIBLE GATES  
Some of the important reversible logic gates are:  
 

A. NOT Gate 
 

The simplest Reversible gate is NOT gate and is a 
1*1 gate [21]. The Reversible 1*1 gate is NOT 
Gate with zero Quantum Cost is as shown in the 
Figure 1.  

 
Fig 1: NOT Gate 

 
B.  CNOT Gate  

 
CNOT gate is also termed as controlled-not gate. It 
is a 2*2 reversible gate. The CNOT gate can be 
described as: Iv = (A, B) ; Ov = (P= A, Q= A^B) Iv 
and Ov are input and output vectors respectively. 
Quantum cost of CNOT gate is 1[22]. Figure 2 
shows a 2*2 CNOT gate and its symbol.  

 
Fig 2: CNOT gate 

 
 

 
C.  Feynman Gate  

 
The Feynman gate which is a 2*2 gate and is also 
known as Controlled NOT and it is widely used as 
fan-out purposes. The inputs (A, B) and outputs 
P=A, Q= A XOR B. It has quantum cost one. 

 
Fig 3: Feynman gate 

 
D.  Toffoli Gate  

 
Fig 4 shows a 3*3 Toffoli gate. The input vector is 
I (A, B, C) and the output vector is O(P,Q,R). The 
outputs are Fig 4 shows a 3*3 Toffoli gate. The 
input vector is I (A, B, C) and the output vector is 
O(P,Q,R). The outputs are defined by P=A, Q=B, 
R=AB XORC. Quantum cost of a Toffoli gate is 5].  

 
Fig 4: Toffoli gate 

 
E. Fredkin Gate  

 
Fig 5 shows a 3*3 Fredkin gate. The input vector is 
I (A, B, C) and the output vector is O (P, Q, R). 
The output is defined by P=A, Q=A′BXORAC and 
R=A′CXORAB. Quantum cost of a Fredkin gate is 
4.  

 
Fig 5: Fredkin Gate 

 
F. Peres Gate  
Fig 6 shows a 3*3 Peres gate. The input vector is I 
(A, B, C) and the output vector is O (P, Q, R). The 
output is defined by P = A, Q = AXORB and 
R=ABXORC. Quantum cost of a Peres gate is 4.  
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Fig 6: Peres Gate 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Harpreet Singh, Chakshu Goel proposed an 

optimised reversible full adder-subtractor design 
called “WG gate”. Design of reversible gates is 
inhanced by reducing its parameters like quantum 
cost, garbage outputs, etc. but this proposed gate is 
optimised regarding quantum cost and should be 
used in various adder-subtractor circuits. Although 
this paper supplies only an elementary component 
which is used to perform arithmetic calculation, yet 
more complicated circuits can be easily built using 
the reversible logic. 
V.Kamalakannan, Shilpakala.V, Ravi.H.N 
suggested that a design of Reversible Binary Adder-
Subtractor- Mux, Adder-Subtractor- TR Gate., 
Adder-Subtractor- Hybrid are proposed. In all the 
design approaches, the Adder and Subtractor are 
realized in a single unit with compare to only full 
adder/subtractor in the existing design. The 
performance analysis is verified using number of 
reversible gates, Garbage input/outputs and 
Quantum Cost.The reversible 4-bit full adder/ 
subtractor design unit is get compared with 
conventional ripple carry adder, carry look ahead 
adder, carry skip adder, Manchester carry adder are 
based on their performance with respect to area, 
timing and power constraint. Hence the proposed 
work is beneficial in low power applications where 
both adder and subtractor units are required. 
Abinash Kumar Pala , Jagamohan Das proposes 
reversible logic implementation of the 4- bit adder  
which is optimized to obtained minimum number of 
logic gates and garbage outputs. This project is 
being worked on the reversible 4-bit adder circuits 
designed and proposed here to form the basis of the 
decimal ALU of a primitive quantum CPU. The 
designed and optimized 4-bit reversible adder is then 
implemented in VHDL Using Xilinx ISE 12.1 tool. 
Nagamani A N, Ashwin S, Vinod Kumar Agrawal 
proposes a reversible binary adder and subtractor 
design with an optimized quantum cost and delay 
with compared to previous work in literature and 
using this adder, an optimized reversible BCD adder 
in terms of Quantum cost, delay and garbage outputs 
which have been designed using reversible gate 
libraries made in Verilog model and functionally 
verified using Xilinx ISE tool. The use of negative 
control lines in the design for detecting overflow 
logic of BCD adder has considerably reduced delay 
and gate count which result in high speed BCD 

adder with optimized area. Thus we can be conclude 
that the use of Negative control linesresults in 
reduction of  the gate count and hence area, which 
gave us several way to lot of scope in the field of 
reversible computing in near future. 
Rangaraju H G, Venugopal U, Muralidhara K N: 
proposes Reversible eight-bit Parallel Binary 
Adder/Subtractor unit. The Design I, Design II and 
Design III are used to implement half and full 
Adder/Subtractor. The Reversible eight-bit Parallel 
Binary Adder/Subtractor are built using three 
designs. The Design III implementation of 
Reversible eight-bit Parallel Binary 
Adder/Subtractor performed better as compared to 
Design I, Design II and existing design in terms of 
number of gates used, Garbage inputs/outputs and 
Quantum Cost, hence can be used as low power 
applications. The full Adder/Subtractor is 
implemented on a single unit as compared to only 
full Subtractor in the existing design [5]. In future, 
the design can be extended to any number of bits for 
Parallel Binary Adder/Subtractor unit and also for 
low power Reversible ALUs, Multipliers and 
Dividers. 
Aribam Balarampyari Devi, Manoj Kumar and 
Romesh Laishram : A modified carry increment 
adder is proposed in the  paper using this faster carry 
look ahead  modules instead of the much slower 
ripple carry adder. By replacing the 4-bit RCA with 
a 4-bit CLA the delay performance of the circuit is 
inhanced in the design without affecting the power 
dissipation of the circuit. The design is tested and 
verified by Verilog HDL coding and simulation is 
implemented in Xilinx ISE 13.1 environment.  

V. COMPARITIVE STUDY 
To Various reversible gates and different circuits 
associated with these gates are discussed here. And 
also comparisons have been made among the 
existing circuit in terms of various parameters such 
as quantum cost, garbage output, constant input, gate 
count and delay. Comparison between existing 
reversible gates is shown in Table below. 
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Comparison Between Reversible Logic Gates 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we proposed a reversible binary adder 
design with optimized quantum cost and delay some 
other constraint as compared to previous work in 
literature and using this adder, an optimized 
reversible BCD adder  and Binary adder in terms of 
Quantum cost, delay and outputs have been 
designed. All the designs are functionally verified 
using Xilinx ISE tool. The improvement in 
elementary parameters is worked upon in the 
modern research. In the proposed work, out of all 
elementary parameters, the parameter termed as 
quantum cost is reduced by generating a design 
which uses less number of elementary gates and 
resulting in a quantum cost of 7, compared with the 
quantum cost of 8 achieved in the existing work. 
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